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Every candidate has the right to withdraw consent to electronic form. Below
are the steps a candidate needs to take to fully withdraw consent to electronic
form. It’s important to remember that all data the candidate previously
entered, including their basic information, address, employment, education,
driving license, etc. will be saved in their profile. 

1. On the signature page, below the signature box, there are 5 legal rights that
all applicants must be notified of. The first two relate to withdrawing consent
to the electronic form. 

2. When the candidate clicks the first box “Right to Withdraw Consent to
Electronic Form,” they are presented with the following language. 

3. After reading the above language, the candidate must then click the second
box “Right to Enter into Documents in Non-Electronic Form.” The candidate is
then presented with the following information and a toggle to exercise their
right to non-electronic form. 



4. Upon clicking the toggle to exercise the right to non-electronic form, the
candidate will be presented with a pop-up that states that “Opting out of
singing electronically will cause delays…” The candidate must then select Yes
or No to continue. If they select no, they electronic signature will be available to
continue with the electronic form. 

5. Upon clicking Yes to continue with opting out of signing electronically, the
candidate will see a confirmation page that denotes a signature is still required
on the Disclosure and Authorization. 

From an Administrator perspective, here’s how to identify if your candidate
opted out of electronic means. ClearStar does send email notifications to
administrators when a candidate opts out of the electronic consent. If you did
not receive a notification, contact Connect@clearstar.net to be added to your
company’s notification list for ScreenMeNow. 



1. Click into the candidate’s draft profile. You’ll want to click Applicant Log once
in that specific candidate’s profile. 

2. A pop-up will appear that shows the history of the candidate entering data
into ScreenMeNow. You will see a note that indicates the applicant exercised
the right to non-electronic form. 

3. After confirming the candidate exercised the right to non-electronic form,
you’ll want to send the candidate a PDF of the Disclosure and Authorization
form. Once received, you’ll go back into that candidate’s draft profile and upload
the signed copy of the disclosure and authorization to the profile. Click on “(0
Profile Documents)”to upload the document. 



4. Next, click on “Upload New Document.” 

5. A pop-up window will appear to allow you to choose your document to
upload. You’ll need to add a description of the document you’re uploading. Be
sure to click “Copy to All Orders” and click submit. 

6. Finally, once the document is successfully uploaded, you’ll check off the
authorization statement and “Transmit Request.” A pop-up may appear if there
are services missing orders. ClearStar will be adding County and Statewide
criminal checks based on the scope of your package. You are not required to
add county or state orders to the profile prior to transmitting. 
Once the profile is transmitted, the report is now In Progress with ClearStar’s
team. 


